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200 Cards

AGES
3-8 Players

40 Scoring Tokens

8 In/Out Chips

Contents:
200 Cards • 40 Scoring Tokens • 8 In/Out Chips • 1 Pad of Paper • 8 Pencils • 1 Die • 1 Sand Timer • Instructions

1 Pad of Paper

1 Sand Timer

8 Pencils

Come play with us! Visit us online at

BigGCreative.com
@BigGCreativeLLC

INSTRUCTIONS: ©2020 PEGGY BROWN
DESIGN: NATE DUVAL

Set Up
• Each player takes 5 Scoring Tokens, an In/Out Chip, a piece of Paper and a Pencil .
• Put the cards face down in a stack in the center and the die and timer nearby.
• Put extra Scoring Tokens and In/Out Chips back in the box, out of play.
• Place your In/Out Chip in front of you on the table with the green side (IN) facing up.

* If you roll a GO, you’re now in a GO ROUND! The die will indicate if you’ll go clockwise
or counterclockwise. Read aloud the corresponding topic on the card.
Instead of writing lists, GO around the table in the indicated direction, each player saying
aloud something that fits the topic. Go quickly! If you take what the next player deems as
too much time, that player can start counting down, “5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1 – Bzzzzz!” If you
don’t say something by “Bzzzzz,” you’re out of the round, everybody together should say,
"Bye, Felicia!" and the player who gave the last good answer gets a scoring token from
you.

• If your name is closest to “Felicia” in the alphabet, you go first.

If at any time you say...

Objective
Match as many answers as possible with the other players to stay in the round longest.

• something out of turn
• something that doesn’t fit the category
• something that’s already been said...
Bye, Felicia! You’re out! Give one of your scoring tokens to the last player who
gave a good answer.

Play
Take turns, GOING CLOCKWISE. On your turn, roll the die and draw a card.

Play continues for three rounds - until everyone has drawn a card three times - or
until somebody has collected all of the scoring tokens.
Note: If you run out of scoring tokens, then you are out of the game. Byeeeee!

* If you roll a color, read aloud the topic on the card designated by the color rolled.
Flip the 30 second timer to start play. Each player writes a list of things associated with the topic
that you think WILL MATCH what the other players might write. When time’s up, everybody stops
writing. Choose one answer from your list and read it aloud. All players who match must say so
and cross it off their list. You cross it off of your list too. As long as you’ve matched at least one
other person, you stay in the round – even if you match players who are already out of the round.
Who gets to decide if a close answer is close enough to make a match? For example, let’s say the
topic is “Cookies.” You say, “Oatmeal Raisin” and another player says “Oatmeal” the uninvolved
players decide if it’s close enough to qualify for a match.
The round continues with the player to your left announcing one item from their list. Again, as long
as at least one other player has the same answer, they’re safe, and play continues around the table.
It’s possible to go all the way around the table more than once making matches.

Winning
Count your scoring tokens.
If you have the most, say “BYE, FELICIA!” to everybody else! YOU win!
Sudden Death!
That’s dramatic for “Tiebreaker Round.” Only the players who are tied play one more
GO ROUND starting with the player who scored the last token. Draw a card and GO! If you
flub or get counted down, you’re out and the other players (if any) continue going
around on the same topic. There are no tokens in this round and the sole survivor wins!

If you read an item from your list and no other players match you, you’re out of the round and
other players should say, "Bye, Felicia!" Flip your chip over to the red side (OUT) so everybody knows
that you’re out for the round. Give one of your scoring tokens to the player who had the last
match.
Note: If you’ve crossed off all the items on your list, and the play makes it to your next turn, you’re
also out of the round and must give up a scoring token...Byeeeee!
Players who’ve been eliminated and have flipped their chip to RED (OUT) must still contribute and
acknowledge any matches they have when called by the remaining players.
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